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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Much of what we know about different conflicts comes from eye-witness accounts. Since the
Crimean War, official war correspondents have provided timely reports that have shaped the
public perception of events. To give us an insight into the experiences of a correspondent, we are
fortunate to have Mr Peter Cave address our History Week lecture this month.
Peter is the Foreign Affairs Editor at the ABC and has reported from a variety of hotspots
throughout his career including Gulf Wars, Afghanistan, and most recently Libya. He will be
speaking in the Auditorium at History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney, on Thursday, 8
September, at 11am. Members who are interested in attending what will be an interesting and
thought provoking event should contact me on p.a.waterhouse@gmail.com or Vashti Farrer on
vashtif@bigpond.net.au.
Diversity of speaker and topic is a key focus of the Council for next year’s program. We are
seeking to cover a variety of interesting periods of history throughout the year, ranging from the
ancient to the modern, from the strategists to the front lines. Details are being finalised at the
moment, so I look forward to highlighting them in the next edition of Reconnaissance.
Next year will also see the inaugural Military History Society of NSW Public Speaking
Competition. This event will be open to university history students throughout New South
Wales, who will research and present on their own topic relating to a set theme.
The Council hopes that this will help to promote an interest in military history amongst
students and to expand the Society’s membership base. Details of the event are currently being
developed and a more formal announcement will be made later this year.
As always, I look forward to seeing you at a meeting soon.
Paul Waterhouse
NOTICES
Program of Events
Thursday, 8 September. 11.00 AM The History Week Lecture held in support of the
History Council of New South Wales
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Lecture – Mr Peter Cave, Presenter ABC Radio and War Correspondent
‘History as it Happens: The Role of War Correspondents’
An examination of the role of war correspondents in reporting on
significant events and how they contribute to the historical narrative.
The Auditorium, History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney.
Note, Bookings essential, to vashtif@bigpond.net.au or p.a.waterhouse@gmail.com or

to (02) 9331 1202 or 0411 875 366
Saturday, 15 October. 2.00 PM Lecture – Professor Cassandra Pybus, Australian Research
Council Professorial Fellow for 2007-2011
‘The Military Career of Billy Blue’
A discussion of the unknown military career of a colourful character of Old Sydney Town
Saturday, 19 November, 2.00 PM The Brigadier E J H (John) Howard CBE,
Commemorative Lecture for 2010
Dr Jean Bou, Historian, Australian War Memorial.
‘Lancers to bushmen:
Australian Mounted troops and the South African War 1899-1902’
Location: the Mitchell Theatre, Sydney Mechanics School of Arts, 280 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Afternoon Tea will be available after the Lecture. An entry fee will be charged.
Note, Bookings essential to (02) 9331 1202 but preferably e mail: to vashtif@bigpond.net.au
or p.a.waterhouse@gmail.com
Friday, 9 December, 7.00 PM, Christmas Meeting, Members’ Quiz Night and Book Sale
The Conference Room, Victoria Barracks, Sydney.
Tuesday, 10 January, 2012. 7.00 PM. Members’ Night.
Members are invited to bring items of memorabilia, or speak to a
subject of their choosing for not more the 10 minutes
The Conference Room, Victoria Barracks. Sydney.
Tuesday, 21 February, 2011 7.00 PM Annual General Meeting
The Conference Room, Victoria Barracks, Sydney.
NEWS FROM THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL
Readers will recall that we advertised the following event in the last edition of the newsletter:
Big Things In Store
For just five hours each year the Australian War Memorial opens the doors of its Technology
Centre – row after row of vehicles, tanks, trucks, guns and other very big things.
This year’s highlights include a Sabre Jet Fighter from the Cold War era and a Hudson
Lockheed Bomber currently being restored and among Australia’s most complex aviation
rebuilds.
You can see more of what will be shown on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Dx4ZtSad8
Where? The Treloar Conservation and Storage Annex Callan Street Mitchell ACT
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When? Sunday 18 September 2011
10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Entry by gold coin donation
Barbeque lunch and refreshments available for purchase.
Please no large bags, tripods or monopods.
Closed flat footwear is recommended.
and
Annual AWM History Conference
Topic – Korea : In from the cold.
To be held on 6 and 7 October.
You can see a video at http://youtube.be/Br-Jz56o4wo
FROM NEW ENGLAND TRAVEL
70 years anniversary of the first Australian POWs sent to SANDAKAN
Our Armidale member, Dr Kevin Smith OAM, author of “Stories from Sandakan” and
“Borneo: Australia’s Proud but Tragic Heritage” will lead an 18 day Escorted Group Tour to
commemorate this anniversary, entitled “Borneo Reflections 2012”.
The tour leaves Sydney on 20 April 2012 and further information including a leaflet may be
obtained from glenys@newenglandtravel.com.au or at 188 Beardy Mall, Armidale NSW 2350.
Or you can contact Kevin himself on 02 6772 2602.

From the Publisher
Now planning has begun to resume publication of a new journal, Despatch, by early next year
at the latest. As editor I will be assisted by an editorial committee comprising Andrew Elder,
Vice President, John Twyford, Immediate Past President, Vashti Farrer, Joe Crumlin and Alan
Kitchen who will bring his unique skills in publishing to the team .
We have sufficient material for a first edition, but we will be looking for much more to justify
a second and any subsequent editions. We will be grateful if you can help.
I shall publish guidelines for contributors in the next edition of Reconnaissance, so please
consider contributing.
Philip Carey

BOOK REVIEW
Whispering Death- Australian Airmen in the Pacific War
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2011
RRP $35.00, 536 pp, ISBN:978 1 74175 901 3
Mark Johnston’s Whispering Death is an absorbing account of the outstanding efforts of
Australian airmen fighting the Japanese in the Pacific in World War II. Extensively researched, it
portrays the war from multiple viewpoints. This allows for a comprehensive understanding not
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only of fighting from the cockpit, but also of how Australia's effort was impacted by the attitudes
of senior RAAF and US forces personnel.
In many ways Whispering Death reveals the airborne parallel of Australia’s land based efforts
against the Japanese. Perhaps there was no steadfast belief in an aerial version of “Fortress
Singapore”, but many facets of the Japanese airborne offensive through South East Asia and New
Guinea, and the subsequent retreat and defeat, are similar. Wilful or negligent ignorance of the
strength and ability of Japanese forces by RAAF administration, poor training and inexperienced
front line airmen, lack of empathy and support from senior RAAF officers, (the petty argument
between Air Vice-Marshals Jones and Bostock in 1945 is a good example) and woefully
inadequate aircraft and conditions in which to service them; all these led to much unnecessary
death and suffering on the part of Australian airmen.
However, despite these odds, the tenacity of Australian pilots and ground crew using
equipment available at the time, until more capable aircraft gradually arrived, overcame great
odds and arduous surroundings progressively to control the skies and defeat the Japanese.
This victory came at great cost. Although densely written and supported by rigorous, broadbased research, Johnston nonetheless portrays the personal tragedy involved in the fighting.
Aircrew, miles from home over hostile terrain, facing far superior Japanese numbers in the air,
dying horrible deaths delivered by accurate fire from Japanese aircraft, crashing in fireballs, or
being beheaded by Japanese forces after being shot down and captured. Until the more capable
bomber/ground attack aircraft like the Beaufighter and Liberator arrived in theatre, the Beaufort
and Bostons suffered badly against Japanese fighters. Conditions were not any better for the
fighter jocks – until the Mark VIII Spitfire arrived in mid-1943. Australian fighter pilots were
initially always on the back foot, and certainly at altitude, against the superior Japanese
alternatives.
That is not to say that the Kittyhawk, the predominant fighter aircraft before the Spitfires
arrived (and the most numerous when compared to the Spitfires and Mustangs operated by the
RAAF), was not a worthy combatant. Critics are ready to point out the Kittyhawk’s shortfalls
when comparing it to its natural Allied competitors, the Spitfire and North American P-51
Mustang, but in the harsh operating environments of Milne Bay, Morotai and the like, despite its
much older design and less capable Allison engine (notwithstanding the later Merlin engine
equipped Kittyhawk), it is arguable that the Kittyhawk was the best aircraft for the time and
conditions. The Spitfire’s narrow, spindly undercarriage would not have coped as well with
primitive runway conditions and the Kittyhawk’s rugged construction certainly helped get its
pilots home after absorbing battle damage.
There was a great deal of cooperation with US forces in the fight against the Japanese, despite
the Australians playing more and more a supporting role as the US inexorably made its way to
Japan. As a consequence of this cooperation, and considering the industrial might of the USA, it
is curious that the advanced fighters developed by the US during the course of the war were not
made more available to the RAAF. Mustangs were not delivered to the RAAF in any number
until April 1945 and did not have a significant impact. The Royal New Zealand Air Force,
however, eventually operated over 400 of the Vought Corsair, the magnificent gullwing fighter,
across 13 squadrons, with the first being delivered in early 1944. Admittedly, these were the
problematic early models, which were rejected by the US Navy as unsuitable for carrier
operations and instead operated from land by the US Marines. Nonetheless, they would have been
a great help for the RAAF.
Not that the US was not assisting Australia; Johnston points out in 1943, 282 aircraft were
allocated by the US to the RAAF for expansion. The benefit of these aircraft may have been
marginal, however, as they were collectively described as ‘junk’. This portrayal may have been a
little harsh, but in light of the Wildcats, Hellcats, Corsairs, Lightnings and Mustangs rolling out
of the mighty US industrial powerhouse at this time, this apparent discrimination is difficult to
reconcile.
The title of the book perhaps focuses too much attention on the aircraft to which the nickname
applies: the Bristol Beaufighter (although Johnston suggests that the long held belief that it was
so named by the Japanese was in fact a product of British propaganda). It certainly was a
magnificent aircraft and had a devastating impact on the Japanese and no doubt helped Allied
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morale considerably. However, it perhaps does a disservice to the balance of the aircraft and their
pilots who so admirably served their countrymen in their fight against the Japanese, and portrayed
with so much reverence by Johnston.
Paul Reynolds

FEATURE
Karl von Müller and The Emden
In late 1914, as the convoy carrying the first contingent of the AIF and the New Zealand
Expeditionary Force crossed the Indian Ocean, the RAN scored a significant victory over the
Imperial German Navy. HMAS Sydney destroyed SMS Emden off the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.
Captain John Glossop of Sydney signalled to his superiors “Emden beached and done for.” A little
later, he wrote the following letter to Captain Karl von Müller of Emden:
Royal	 Australian	 Navy	 
Copy of letter sent to the Commanding Officer
H.I.G.M.S “Emden” after “Emden” – “Sydney”
Action – 9th. November, 1914.
H.M.A.S. “SYDNEY”
At Sea,
9th. November, 1914.
Sir,
I have the honour to request that in the name of
Humanity, you now surrender your ship to me.
In order to show how much I appreciate your
gallantry, I will recapitulate the position : (1)

You are ashore, three funnels and one mast
Down and most guns disabled.

(2)

You cannot leave this island and my ship intact.

In view of your surrendering, in which I venture to remind
you is no disgrace, but rather your misfortune, I will endeavour
to do all I can for your sick and wounded and take them to
hospital.
I have the honour to be.,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
(Sgd). John C. T. Glossop
CAPTAIN
The Captain,
H.I.G.M.S. “EMDEN”.

Emden was officially described as a Kleine Kreuzer, we would say “light cruiser”, laid down
in 1906, launched in 1908 and commissioned on 10 July 1909 with a crew of 18 officers and 343
men. She mounted ten 10.5 cm (4.1 inch) guns and a number of smaller weapons with two
under-water torpedo tubes, one on each beam. Two three-cylinder triple expansion engines
supplied by twelve boilers driving two propeller shafts gave her a speed of approximately 24
knots.
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In the spring of 1910, Emden was ordered to join the German East Asiatic Cruiser Squadron
(the Kreuzergeschwader) based in Tsing-tao, China. Freshly painted in tropical white with buff
superstructure, Emden sailed for the Far East on 12 April 1910, never to return.
In spring 1913, whilst still on station, Emden received a new captain, Korvettenkapitän Karl
von Müller, who was promoted to Fregattenkapitän (Commander) in August of that year. A few
months earlier, Vice Admiral Maximilian Graf von Spee had assumed command of the
Kreuzergeschwader.
As war clouds gathered in June and July 1914, von Spee contemplated the situation in the
Pacific as it might affect his squadron. He was far from home with two heavy cruisers,
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, three light cruisers including Emden, and a few small gunboats, a
typical colonial support force under German Naval policy. Serious threats to his position were
represented by heavy units of the Imperial Japanese Navy and from the Australian squadron,
especially its flagship, the battle cruiser HMAS Australia, amongst other things specifically
designed to counter German armoured cruisers maintaining colonial patrols.
In late June, the admiral took the Kreuzergeschwader out to cruise the Pacific, leaving Emden
behind in Tsing-Tao for maintenance. But with the German ultimatum to Russia on 31 July, von
Müller took his ship out to the northeast into the shipping lanes of the Korean Straits. Germany
declared war on Russia on 1 August, and so the major units of the squadron were at sea when
Britain declared war on 4 August. They were ready for any eventuality and Emden struck first
that same day capturing a Russian ship that became the first prize taken by the German Navy
during the War. The prize was taken to Tsing-Tao where she was converted to an auxiliary
cruiser and incorporated into the navy.
Emden left Tsing-Tao for the last time on 6 August 1914, making for a rendezvous with her
admiral on the island of Pagan in the Marianas. There, von Spee held a conference with his
captains during which he outlined his intention to sail the squadron across the Pacific, round Cape
Horn and, avoiding the British blockade, return to Germany. It was a daring plan. However, von
Müller persuaded his admiral to detach one of the light cruisers to operate independently in the
shipping lanes of the East Indies and Indian Ocean to interdict allied shipping and divert their
resources whilst the main squadron made its way across the Pacific. Von Spee agreed and the
following day detached Emden on her final mission.
Von Müller sailed southwest; with Emden accompanied by a collier as tender. Passing
through the Molucca Straits and the Lombok Passage unnoticed, they entered the Indian Ocean.
Nothing happened until 9 September when they encountered their first prize, a Greek collier
laden with 6,500 tons of British owned coal. Rather than face the loss of his ship, the Greek
captain joined the little convoy adding vital fuel to von Müller’s supply and greatly increasing his
options for movement.
From then until 9 November von Müller and Emden waged a disruptive campaign of daring
raids on shipping and shore installations. They captured or sank twenty seven merchant ships and
destroyed a Russian light cruiser and a French destroyer. A number of the prizes carried coal and
all were well stocked with provisions, meaning that Emden was never short of fuel or provisions.
Emden’s rampage through the Bay of Bengal and the northern Indian Ocean caused panic in
British maritime circles. At one stage in September, the Admiralty stopped all British shipping
on the Colombo-Singapore route. Insurance rates skyrocketed. Eventually she had an inordinate
number of Allied warships looking for her.
Perhaps her most daring exploits were attacks on two land installations. The first, on the
evening of 22 September, was her bombardment of the oil storage tanks at Madras (Chennai) in
India. Erecting a fourth dummy funnel, Emden sailed straight into brightly lit Madras Harbour
without so much as a challenge, stopped engines and opened fire on the oil storage tanks on the
foreshore. The tanks burst into flame and Emden, herself brightly lit, steamed directly out of the
harbour to escape in the confusion.
Early in the morning of 28 October, Emden, with her dummy fourth funnel erected, nosed
into Penang roadstead, sighted the Russian light cruiser Zhemchug of comparable size and power,
which she then torpedoed and hit with several salvoes of 4.1 inch shell. French warships in the
inner harbour opened fire, and although undamaged, Emden speedily left the scene. She was
pursued by the French destroyer Mousquet, much smaller but faster and with an armament that
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could seriously damage Emden. Accordingly von Müller turned about and engaged Mousquet,
sinking her but rescuing 36 of her survivors.
By early November Emden’s crew were tired and in need of rest and recuperation. Captain
von Müller decided to provide that relief but first determined to destroy the Eastern Telegraph
Company’s wireless and cable station at Direction Island in the Cocos Group, in order to disrupt
communications across the Indian Ocean and confuse the warships searching for Emden.
However, luck was running out for Emden.
As she approached the island von Müller this time failed to raise the dummy funnel and when
the station staff noticed a three-funnelled warship approaching, signalled to anyone listening
“Strange warship entering harbour”. Then, as the stationed manager recognised the threat, he
signalled, “Emden is here!” Coincidentally the large British convoy carrying the Anzac
contingent to war was passing little more than fifty miles away. The signals were picked up by
the senior officer of the escort, who immediately detached HMAS Sydney to investigate,
In the ensuing battle all the advantages lay with Sydney. She was newer, larger, faster and
more powerful than Emden. Von Müller had landed a party of some fifty crewmembers that
included some of Emden’s best gun layers and could not retrieve them fast enough for Sydney had
signalled at low power giving the impression that she was much farther away. Further, in
anticipation of coaling ship at Direction Island he had removed the stays on her funnels so as not
to impede coaling and had called up her collier. A signal intercepted by Sydney.
By the time von Müller and his officers realised their danger, Sydney was upon them. Von
Müller had no option but to fight it out. He raised anchor and steamed straight for Sydney.
Emden’s first salvoes were on target and she damaged Sydney to the extent that the Australian
cruiser had to withdraw to a safer range. From there, however she slowly pounded Emden into a
broken wreck. Eventually von Müller ran his ship ashore to avoid sinking, so saving the lives of
his seriously wounded sailors. It was then that Captain Glossop signalled that Emden was “done
for” and departed to find the German collier, which he captured.
On return to the Emden, Glossop found her battle ensign still flying and when his signals to
surrender could not be answered, he controversially opened fire again killing another twenty five
of Emden’s crew before the Germans managed, with great difficulty, to lower their flag. It was
then he sent his letter by boat. The battle was over. The Emden’s career had ended. She was
thoroughly destroyed by Sydney’s fire. Emden’s casualties amounted to 131 dead and 65
wounded; Sydney’s were but 4 dead and 12 wounded.
Captain von Müller survived the action as a POW first in Malta then in England. He was an
enigmatic and quiet man of extraordinary chivalry. His natural courtesy and humanity meant that
the crews of ships taken were treated well and as soon as circumstances allowed he despatched
them to a neutral port, sparing them further discomfort and relieving the pressure on his own crew
to guard and fend for them. He took great pains to avoid civilian casualties in the attacks on
Madras and Penang and justly earned the admiration and respect of his friends and foes alike. He
surely deserved the appellation “The Last Gentleman of War”.
Von Müller retired from the Navy in 1919 as a Kapitän zur See with the Iron Cross First
Class and a Pour le Mérite. He suffered from recurrent malaria contracted whilst serving in
German East Africa before the War. It eventually caught up with him and he died an early death
in 1923 at the age of 49.
Philip Carey
Author’s Note: I am indebted to Vashti Farrer for the inspiration to write this article. She
provided an original copy of Captain Glossop’s letter from her family papers. It reminded me of
my enthusiastic boyhood appreciation of the exploits of Emden and my admiration for the
heroism and chivalry of Emden’s commander and crew. - PC
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When Insults Had Class.
These insults come from an era before the English language was boiled down to 4-letter
words:
An exchange between Winston Churchill and Lady Astor:
She said, “If you were my husband I’d give you poison.”
He said, “If you were my wife, I’d drink it.”
An exchange between a Member of Parliament and Prime Minister Disraeli:
MP, “Sir you will either die on the gallows or of some unspeakable disease.”
PM. “That depends, Sir, whether I embrace your policies or your mistress.”
The incomparable Mark Twain:
“I didn’t attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I approved of it.”
And Oscar Wilde
“He has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his friends.”

QUOTATIONS
From the Press of the Past
From the Sydney Mail of February 1932.
The newspaper reported the arrival of the Japanese training ship Shintoku Maru, a 4-masted
brigantine of 2528 tons. “Her masts were too tall to fit under the Harbour Bridge, so she had to
be piloted to a mooring on the eastern side.” Her commander was Captain N. Hayashi and she
carried 11 officers, 47 ratings and 67 cadets. “What was interesting was that all the cadets were
on deck photographing the Bridge from every possible angle, no doubt to show their families
back home.”
One might wonder whether some of those cadets might have been on the submarines that
attacked Sydney Harbour ten years later, or on their mother ships.
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